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The ability of pointing is recognised as an essential skill of a robot in its communication
and social interaction. This paper introduces a developmental learning approach to robotic
pointing, by exploiting the interactions between a human and a robot. The approach is
inspired through observing the process of human infant development. It works by ﬁrst
applying a reinforcement learning algorithm to guide the robot to create attempt move-
ments towards a salient object that is out of the robot’s initial reachable space. Through
such movements, a human demonstrator is able to understand the robot desires to touch
the target and consequently, to assist the robot to eventually reach the object successfully.
The human–robot interaction helps establish the understanding of pointing gestures in the
perception of both the human and the robot. From this, the robot can collect the successful
pointing gestures in an effort to learn how to interact with humans. Developmental con-
straints are utilised to drive the entire learning procedure. The work is supported by exper-
imental evaluation, demonstrating that the proposed approach can lead the robot to
gradually gain the desirable pointing ability. It also allows that the resulting robot system
exhibits similar developmental progress and features as with human infants.
 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC
BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).1. Introduction
A major challenge in modern robotics is to liberate robots from controlled industrial settings, allowing them to interact
with humans and the changing environments in the real-world. For instance, if we require robots to assist the elderly, or to
replace humans for the accomplishment of dangerous tasks, robots should possess certain social interaction and communi-
cation abilities. However, robots’ internal representations are typically foreknown and are often designed for speciﬁc envi-
ronments, robots supported by traditional artiﬁcial intelligent algorithms might not work appropriately under unknown
environments. An important issue is therefore that robots should be able to create their own internal representations
[31]. For this, robotic scientists have applied developmental psychology and neuroscience to produce a novel research topic,
‘‘Developmental Robotics’’. In the ﬁeld of developmental robotics, it is assumed that a robot system is not programmed for
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autonomously [2].
Our particular interest is in the control and coordination of a robotic hand-eye system in order to achieve mastery of its
local, egocentric space and to perform pointing tasks. The need for this is just as that in an infant’s development where the
infant’s pointing is the ﬁrst attempt to build a platform of pre-linguistic communication [41,48]. In addition, an infant’s early
linguistic skills are built on the pointing platform [3,17,27,44]. Therefore, to implement social interaction skills in a robot, it
is necessary to establish a developmental learning approach to facilitate the robot with the pointing ability, and also to
understand the internal incremental processes during the robot’s development. This paper aims to build a robotic learning
system that leads a robot to developing from basic reaching movements to possessing the ability of pointing.
In robotics, learning to point may be implemented by a variety of techniques. Much work focuses on developing a robot’s
ability to respond to a pointing gesture demonstrated by a human. The objective of this work is to enable a robot to generate
its pointing gestures. There have been relevant proposals made in the literature. For example, Marjanovic et al. [32] intro-
duced a robotic system, through the use of a RBF neural network, which learns to point towards visual targets. Hafner and
Kaplan [14] applied a multi-layer-perceptron network to train a robot to interpret the pointing gestures of another robot.
Doniec et al. emphasised that the task of pointing accelerates the learning of robotic joint attention, and created Jacobian
matrices to deal with the pointing gestures [11]. Shademan et al. [39] made use of a locally least squares algorithm, based
on a Jacobian estimation method, to build a robotic visual-motor learning system. Sheldon and Lee [40] described a devel-
opmental approach for implementing a pointing learning framework by creating a schema mechanism. Qu and Grupen also
proposed a novel learning framework, in which their robot can learn pointing gestures and manual skills simultaneously
[37]. Liu [28] and Liu et al. [29] proposed a fuzzy qualitative framework to describe the robotic arm’s sensory-motor problem.
Also, Lemme et al. deﬁned two types of robotic pointing pattern using different learning machines to imitate how to point
[26]. In their research, Jamone et al. created an interactive learning strategy to build a reachable map that can handle reach-
ing rather than pointing movements [18,19]. It is their latest work that has inspired us to develop a mechanism that helps a
robot to generate both reaching and pointing movements.
In the aforementioned robotic pointing research, human robot interactions are not taken into account. However, a human
infant gains the ability to point through interactions with his/her parents or babysitters. Over a course of parent-infant inter-
actions, an infant learns how to point. This observation indicates that the learning procedure developed for robotic pointing
may also beneﬁt from a course of human–robot interaction. Indeed, human–robot interaction has been considered as an
effective learning method to transfer skills and knowledge from human beings to robots [1,4,9,38,50]. The present work fol-
lows this theme of thought.
Developmental approach offers the potential to drive a robot learning from the basic reaching movements to the pointing
behaviours. Compared with the ‘‘Deep Learning’’ as described in [13], the developmental approach exhibits staged incremen-
tal learning ability, which helps reduce the robot’s learning complexity. From this viewpoint, we bring more infant develop-
mental features into our robotic learning system. In particular, this paper presents a novel approach emphasising that the
robot should mimic the procedure in which a human infant learns to point. This procedure is summarised as follows: (1)
trying to reach objects; (2) failing to reach objects; (3) interacting with an adult human; and (4) ultimately knowing how
to point. Based on this procedure, we present an implemented human–robot interactive system that reﬂects the following
three desirable features:
 that pointing gestures are mutually comprehended between the human and the robot;
 that infant brain developmental characteristics are applied to create a robotic developmental learning system; and
 that a developmental learning algorithm – ‘‘Lifting Constraints, Act and Saturate (LCAS)’’ – is employed to drive the robot
to learn.
This approach reduces the complexity of building human–robot communications, thereby, injecting more psychological
and biological inspiration into robotics, and enabling robots to exhibit higher autonomous capability.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy introduces the conﬁguration of robotic pointing gestures.
Section 3 describes an experimental robot system and the main implementation issues involved. Section 4 presents the
experimental results and discusses their implications. Section 5 concludes the paper and points out directions for further
research.2. Robotic pointing and related work
Recent robotic pointing research reveals no universally accepted deﬁnition of robotic pointing gestures. Much of the cur-
rent work projects the three-dimensional position of an unreachable object into the robot’s two-dimensional visual position.
In particular, if a robot’s end-effectors block the object within the robot’s view, the gesture is generally regarded as a pointing
gesture [26,40]. Also, the pointing gesture may be deﬁned as the robot’s end-effector in the closest position to the object [7].
Other work only indicates that a robot’s gaze is linked to an arm gesture, called a pointing gesture [37]. However, we suggest
that a pointing gesture relies on the robot operator’s understanding also; therefore, only the robot operator can determine
the pointing criteria. In light of this understanding, Fig. 1 deﬁnes the pointing gesture as to be used hereafter.
Fig. 1. The robotic pointing gesture.
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workspace, within which the arm can touch any object. A vision system is mounted in the lower left corner as the robotic
eye. An object is placed out of the robotic workspace. Labels ‘‘Pose 1’’ and ‘‘Pose 2’’ indicate two gestures of the robot’s arm.
The end-effector of the arm in Pose 1 is the closest to the object. Many existing approaches deﬁne the hand gesture of Pose 1
as pointing at the object. However, the objective of a robot’s pointing at an object requires a human or another intelligent
agent to understand that the robot is going to capture the object. Therefore, the closest position may supply insufﬁcient
information for the human/agent to understand the robot’s desire to capture the object. Instead, the human/agent usually
makes the judgment through a pointing gesture of the robot.
In this paper, we deﬁne the pointing gesture as a linear alignment among the object, the robot’s end-effector, and the
robot’s vision system. The linear alignment means the positions of the object, the end-effector and the vision system, are
required to be in a straight line. For instance, in Fig. 1, the ‘‘Pose 2’’ gesture shows such a pointing position. Between the
two poses of this ﬁgure, we prefer to use ‘‘Pose 2’’ as our robotic pointing gesture because it allows more information to
be shared when we implement the robotic learning system. Also, the gesture of the robot’s arm needs to be straight between
the upper limb and the low limb. This setup is based on the ﬁndings of the human infant development. The straight elbow of
the infant is the result of the failed reaching movements, which demands the arm to be straight. In summary, the robotic
pointing gesture is deﬁned as follows: The robot’s arm is straight, with the object, the end-effector, and the vision system
all being in a straight line.
Note that as the pointing gesture deﬁnitions vary, the recent methods to obtain pointing gestures also vary. When an arti-
ﬁcial neural network is used for implementation, its generalisation property can help to produce the reaching gestures,
which may point at the object [7]. However, in certain situations, the trained network may not produce very accurate point-
ing gestures. Several research used visual servo technology to reduce the distance between the robot’s end-effector and the
object. The visual servo repeatedly works until the end-effector covers the object [26]. Nevertheless, we believe that the
robot should use different types of trial movement in its attempt to reach an object that is out of the arm’s reachable space,
and use these trial movements to allow a human demonstrator to realise that it intends to capture the object. To support this
work, we review the typical infant development process in order to extract important features that may assist our robot to
obtain pointing gestures.
2.1. Inspirations from infant development
Developmental psychological ﬁndings indicate that pointing emergence has been recognised as the ﬁrst step of a human
infant’s social cognitive development and the foundation of an infant’s early linguistic skills [44]. Therefore, in order to trans-
fer a human pointing pattern to robots, it is necessary to know how a human infant develops his/her pointing ability. Vygot-
sky pointed out that pointing motions develop out of unsuccessful capture behaviours in which the infant attempts to reach
for a certain object which is beyond his/her hand reach range [46]. Although an infant’s ﬁngers may make grasping move-
ments, his/her hand still remains in the air. The infant’s parent realises this as the infant pointing at a desired object, and
then fetches the object for the infant. Thus, with the act of reaching for a distant object, a new meaning is given to the
attempted gesture. In this act, the parent infers the entire social and behavioural meaning.
As a general observation from the above scenario, an infant often makes a real attempt to reach the object, but fails.
Through the parent’s actions, the infant learns to link the unsuccessful reaching movement with the objective situation,
eventually understanding how to use the movement to get salient objects. Therefore, the failure of reaching for a target
far away is an important process of learning to point; without the interaction with the infant’s parents, the infant cannot
establish the shared attention between the infant and the parents. We summarise such an infant development process of
pointing in the following four sequential steps, which will be applied to our robot system: (1) trying to reach objects; (2)
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force that leads our robot to shift from one step to the next? We use our previous work [25], introduced in the following sub-
section, as the driving force.
2.2. Developmental constraints and LCAS algorithm
The infant’s 4-step procedure of learning to point outlined above is inspirational. However, the internal forces that drive
the infant’s development from Step 1 to Step 4 need to be identiﬁed. The intention is to implement a robotic developmental
driving mechanism which mimics the infant’s internal developmental force. Our robotic system uses such a mechanism to
decide when to develop new abilities.
Developmental psychology presents evidence that lifting constraints can lead infants to progressing from a certain com-
petence level to a new, even more complicated competence level [35]. This is because, under constrained environments,
infants cannot immediately sense information that is too complex. Infants sense and learn to process simple information
only. Thus, developmental constraints reduce the learning complexity [2,31]. Over the course of their development, infants
overcome more constraints and gradually become capable of handling more complicated work. Based on this ﬁnding, our
previous research [25] has led to a type of (implemented) driving mechanism that has been referred to as the ‘‘Lifting Con-
straints, Act and Saturate’’ (LCAS) algorithm. This algorithm follows the procedure in which a robot starts to search any novel
stimuli to learn under fully constrained conditions. When the robot’s learning system saturation rate (Sat) becomes stable, a
new constraint is assigned to the robot; after that, the robot repeats the search for novel stimuli in an attempt to learn under
this new condition. When all of the constrained conditions have been experienced, the robot will then have learned a num-
ber of new abilities.
To facilitate the understanding of LCAS, Algorithm 1 outlines the constraint lifting procedure in pseudo code. In this algo-
rithm, i is the current learning time under the constrained environment. SatðiÞ is the saturation value during the ith learning
iteration. The LCAS algorithm has been applied in several developmental models successfully [5,6,8,20–22]. In this work,
again, we apply the LCAS algorithm to implement a developmental mechanism that drives our robot to progress from Step
1 to Step 4.
Algorithm 1. Integrated Learning Algorithm1: while not all constraints are released do
2: for i ¼ 0 to n do
3: if SatðiÞ is TRUE then
4: quit this for-loop and release a new constraint;
5: else
6: repeat doing the learning process within this for-loop (Lines 2–8);
7: end if
8: end for
9: end while
In summary, in this section we have (1) deﬁned a robotic pointing gesture, (2) reviewed the infant developmental pro-
cedure, (3) created the ‘‘trying to reach objects-failing to reach objects-interacting with an adult human-knowing how to
point’’ procedure, and (4) introduced a developmental approach for our robotic system to learn to point. The next section
introduces the implementation of this system.3. Proposed method
3.1. The robotic system
The laboratory robot that is employed to illustrate the proposed work is shown in Fig. 2A, consisting of one manipulator
and a camera system conﬁgured in a manner similar to the spatial arrangement of an infant’s arms and head: the arm is
mounted on a vertical backplane and operates in the horizontal plane a few centimetres above the work space. The manip-
ulator contains 6 degrees-of-freedom, but only 2 joints are used. The rest of the joints are set to be ﬁxed in order to keep the
robotic arm moving stably and safely. The upper and lower limbs are labeled as L1 and L2, respectively. The length of L1 is
14 mm and that of L2 is 20 mm. The arm contains two joints labeled J1 and J2 (see Fig. 2B). The limitation of each joint is
given by J1 2 ½30;110; J2 2 ½60;180.
A colour camera (see Fig. 2C) is mounted above and looks down on the work area. In the experiment, the camera is ﬁxed.
Fig. 2B and D illustrate a vertical view of the workspace, a white table. An orange ball, representing a ﬁngertip, is mounted on
the arm’s end-point. The rest of the arm is ignored by the image processing software. Only the ﬁngertip’s movement can be
Fig. 2. Experimental robotic system.
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the task of object detection.3.2. The human–robot interaction procedure
This work focuses on building the robot’s learning procedure, by which the robot learns to transfer visual stimuli to its
arm in joint space. The stimuli may be caused by the robot’s hand or objects. Based on the 4-step procedure outlined earlier,
which is inspired by human infant development in Section 2.1, the robot’s learning scheme is devised as follows:
1. The robot gathers image input from its Robotic Vision Module. When a target appears within the vision system’s view, the
robot sends the target position xo; yo to the Hand Sensorimotor Module.
2. The Hand Sensorimotor Module uses xo; yo to drive the arm to capture the object.
3. After the movement, the Coverable Checking Module starts to check whether the object is captured. If ‘‘yes,’’ the robot
completes the grasping movement. If ‘‘no,’’ the target is out of the arm’s reaching range, and the robot proceeds to the
Attempt Module.
4. The Attempt Module generates a new motor value j1; j2 to the Hand Sensorimotor Module.
5. A new gesture is then generated by the Hand Sensorimotor Module to reach the target.
6. At this moment, a human demonstrator will join in the experiment, attempting to understand the robot’s intentions.
When the demonstrator realises that the robot wants to capture the object, the demonstrator will move the object into
the robot’s reaching range.
7. After the human’s interaction, the robot invokes the Robotic Vision Module to detect the object’s position.
8. The Coverable Checking Module checks whether it can capture the target. If not, the robot (and the procedure) returns to
Step 4, the Attempt Module generates another new gesture. If yes, the robot completes the capturing movement.
9. The robot gathers the target’s previous position xo; yo and the arm’s joint values j1; j2 as a training pattern, and pushes
the pattern into a temporal memory. Then, the robot invokes the Network Training Module to develop successful pointing
gestures. Note that the demonstrator’s interaction is the supervisor signal to decide when to start the training.
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the robot will start the learning procedure again in an effort to point at the object. If the demonstrator places the object
inside the robot’s workspace, the robot will be able to directly reach the object, rather than to point to the object. In this case,
the robot must develop the reaching ability very precisely before the robot starts to establish the pointing behaviour; other-
wise, the robot will exhibit incorrect reaching movements as it learns to point. The detailed implementation of each module
as outline above is described in the following subsections.
3.2.1. Robotic Vision Module
A colour camera is used to capture workspace images, and an image processing algorithm is utilised to implement the
vision system. The colour space applicable to this system is HSI, but only the hue component is used. A pink ball is the target
towards which our robotic system needs to point. The robot’s grabber is orange. Such a setup simpliﬁes the image processing
work. In order to detect the ﬁngertip in the images captured by the cameras, we ﬁrst need to convert a given image from the
RGB colour space to the HSV colour space, and then, we use the popular foreground generation method to generate the ﬁn-
ger’s histogram. In the system, if a pixel’s hue value falls into the range of Hue½245;253, we set this pixel as a candidate tar-
get, and assign 255 to this pixel; otherwise, we assign 0. The pink ball’s colour range is Hue½30;42. After the colour
conversion, a binary image is generated. All detected target pixels are clustered into a number of regions, and the largest
region is then regarded as the ﬁngertip or the target object.
Fig. 3 shows examples of the original captured images and the processed images. The upper left hand picture contains the
robotic arm only. We convert it into a binary picture and use a square to label the hand’s position Phandðx; yÞ as shown in the
upper right hand picture. The lower left and lower right hand pictures show the situation where an object is placed into the
workspace. Both the hand and the object are highlighted; another square is used to label the object to tell the robot that it is
the target rather than is own hand; in addition, the centre of the square is used as the position of the target Ptargetðx; yÞ.
3.2.2. Coverable Checking Module
This module works simultaneously with the Robotic Vision Module, receiving Ptargetðx; yÞ and Phandðx; yÞ values from the
latter. Our robotic system may encounter three situations after each movement: (1) the hand captures the object; (2) the
hand is very close to the object; and (3) the hand is not close to the object. In this paper, Situations 1 and 2 regard the object
as coverable; Situation 3 regards the object as un-coverable. This module gives ‘‘TRUE’’ output when the object is coverable,
and gives ‘‘FALSE’’ when the object is un-coverable. For Situations 2 and 3, we calculate the Cartesian distance d between
Ptargetðx; yÞ and Phandðx; yÞ, and set a threshold dcover . If d < dcover , the object is coverable; otherwise, it is un-coverable. How-
ever, for Situation 1, the hand has captured the object; in terms of our robot’s setup, the object cannot be detected by the
vision module. In this case, we compare the vision module’s outputs before and after a movement. If only Phandðx; yÞ remains
after a movement, the object is captured, and the Checking Module also gives a ‘‘TRUE’’ output. In this work, dcover is empir-
ically set to 10 pixels.
3.2.3. Attempt Module
The Attempt Module guides the robot’s arm in an attempt to reach the object, which is out of the arm’s reachable area.
When the Hand Sensorimotor Module receives the object’s position in the robot’s visual space, the Hand SensorimotorFig. 3. Output of image processing module.
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values cannot normally drive the arm to the correct pointing gesture. When the robot observes no human interaction, it will
consider various strategies to move its hand as close as possible to the object. Hence, a type of the reinforcement algorithm
(Q-learning) is used to guide the robot to reach the target. The reasons for using the reinforcement learning algorithm are
due to the recognition of its biological plausibility and its wide use in robotic learning systems and other intelligent agents
(e.g., [10,12,15,16,45,47,49]).
An agent acting in an environment is described as a tuple hS;A; P;Ri, where (1) S is the agent’s state set; (2) A is the ﬁnite
action set; (3) Pðstþ1jst ; aÞ is the transition model that describes the probability of converting st to stþ1, after an action a, with
st ; stþ1 2 S and a 2 A; and (4) Rðst ; a; stþ1Þ is the reward of action a when the agent transits from st to stþ1. The goal of the
Q-learning algorithm is to ﬁnd a policy p : S# A, so that the agent’s cumulative rewards are maximised. If the P and R
are predeﬁned, the optimal control policy for the agent can be determined efﬁciently using techniques such as value iteration
[12]. Eq. (1) presents the regular Q-learning algorithm:Qtþ1ðst; atÞ ¼ ð1 gÞQtðst ; atÞ þ g½rt þ c max
atþ1
Qtðstþ1; atþ1Þ ð1Þwhere st is the hand position relative to the target; at is an executable action of the robotic arm; rt is a reward value obtained
from Eq. (3); g is the learning speed control parameter; and c is the discount parameter.
Early created Q values cannot be used as further movement candidates because these Q values are not optimised. The
Boltzmann exploration [43] is applied to the Q-learning algorithm. At each state, the robot has a list of actions
ðap1; ap2; . . . ; apnÞ to choose from. Eq. (2) shows the probability for action a to be chosen at st:pðst ; at ; stþ1; atþ1Þ ¼ e
Qðs0 ;at Þ
T
Pt
n¼0e
Qðs0 ;an Þ
T
ð2Þwhere T is a positive parameter called temperature. With a high temperature (T ! 1), all actions have almost the same
probability for selection. If T ! 0, with this exploration mechanism, it is still possible to select actions with smaller Q values
so that the action space can be explored. Eq. (3) is the reward function based on the distance between the object and the
robot’s hand:r ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðxhand  xtargetÞ2 þ ðyhand  ytargetÞ2
q ð3Þwhere xhand and yhand denote the hand position within the camera view after each movement; and xtarget and ytarget denote the
target position within the camera view. The signiﬁcance of this equation is that if a movement brings the hand closer to the
target, this movement will receive a higher reward. Note that Eq. (3) is only applied before the demonstrator’s interaction
movements; when the robot is touching the object, this equation will not be applied.
Qðs0; atÞ in Eq. (2) (aka. Q table) contains the robotic movement strategies. Each motor has two types of action ðþ;Þ : þ
means the arm joint turns clockwise; and  means the arm joint turns anticlockwise. In Eq. (1), g denotes the Q-learning
systems’s learning speed. In the experiment, we follow the popular approach in the literature, by empirically choosing
g ¼ 0:9 and c ¼ 0:1.
Because the reward function relies merely on the distance between the hand and the object, the Q-learning algorithm
guides the robot’s arm to the closest position to the object. However, this position may not reﬂect the pointing gesture.
In this case, after the robot has attempted several movements, a large value (say 100) is assigned to T in Eq. (2) by trial
and error. Thus, the robot tends to generate random movements, with the temperature recognised as a developmental con-
straint. First the robot performs under low temperature until it cannot ﬁnd any novel stimuli; then, the robot receives a high
temperature and must act again under this new condition. The decision to change the value of T guides the robot’s develop-
mental mechanism, which is to be described in Section 3.3.
3.2.4. Robotic Hand-eye Sensorimotor Module
This module drives the robot’s arm to respond to the visual stimuli caused by novel objects being placed within the arm’s
range. Thus, the module mainly handles the robotic reaching movements. The robotic reaching is also an important topic in
developmental robotics [24]. A robot can gradually gain this reaching ability through the cognitive course of the robot’s
hand-eye coordination, without human-intervention during the learning process of reaching. In this work, the robot’s reach-
ing ability is assumed to be able to be perfectly trained before it learns to point, reﬂecting the nature of human infant
behaviour.
A minimal resource allocating network (MRAN) is applied to implement the transformation from the visual space into the
hand motor space. During the training phase for learning the reaching ability, the input of the Robotic Hand-eye Sensorimo-
tor Module is the hand’s position Phandðx; yÞ within the images captured (by the Robotic Vision Module). It generates related
motor commandsMhandðj1; j2Þ. The learning algorithm of reaching has been implemented in our previous work, please refer to
[8] for details. However, when the robot attempts to point at the object, the input of this module becomes a number of ran-
dom motor values generated from the Attempt Module RANðj1; j2Þ. Therefore, the arm moves to the new positions.
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A human demonstrator plays the role of the robot’s babysitter. When the demonstrator realises that the robot is attempt-
ing to capture a far away object, the demonstrator moves the object into the robot’s reachable space to assist the robot in
capturing it. The standard of a pointing movement, which can be understood by the demonstrator, is ‘‘Pose 2’’ in Fig. 1. Other
poses, which do not correspond to the standard, are not regarded as pointing gestures.
The complete proposed human robot interaction approach is outlined in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Human Robot Interaction1: Find a salient object and try to touch it
2: if object-captured is TRUE then
3: ﬁnish reaching
4: else
5: repeat
6: choose one action via Eq. (2)
7: invoke the MRAN network to execute the action
8: waiting for the interaction of the demonstrator
9: if no interaction of the demonstrator then
10: go to Step 6
11: else
12: scan the workspace and try to touch the object
13: end if
14: until reach the object
15: end if
16: collect pointing data for training the MRAN network3.2.6. Network Training Module
Using the gathered pointing gesture data, the Network Training Module trains the neural network that implements the
Hand Sensorimotor Module. The MRAN network starts with no hidden units, and with each learning step, grows or shrinks as
necessary by adjusting the network parameters appropriately. These features ﬁt the ﬁndings and the theories from the area
of developmental psychology [34].
A typical MRAN network [30] is expressed as:f ðxÞ ¼ a0 þ
XN
k¼1
ak/kðxÞ ð4Þ
/kðxÞ ¼ expð
1
r2k
kx lkk2Þ ð5Þwhere f ðxÞ ¼ ðf1ðxÞ; f2ðxÞ; . . . ; fNO ðxÞ; ÞT is the network output vector; x is the network input; ak is the weight vector from the
hidden unit /kðxÞ; NO is the number of radial basis function units, and lk and rk are the kth hidden unit’s centre and width,
respectively. In learning hand-eye coordination, the training data is of the form ðPhandðx; yÞ; j1; j2Þ. In learning the pointing
ability, the pointing gestures are formed by the Attempt Module, thereby having the training pattern ðPtargetðx; yÞ; j1; j2Þ.
The network growth criteria are derive from the following two observations: (1) whether the network prediction error for
the current learning observation is bigger than a threshold, and (2) whether the node to be added is far enough from the
existing nodes in the network, as shown in Eqs. (6) and (8). Eq. (7) checks the prediction error within a sliding window,
of length m, to ensure that growth is smoothkeðtÞk ¼ kyðtÞ  f ðxðtÞÞk > e1 ð6Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Xt
j¼tðm1Þ
keðjÞk2
m
vuut > e2 ð7Þ
kxðtÞ  lrðtÞk > e3 ð8Þ
where xðtÞ and yðtÞ jointly form the tth learning data, m is the sliding window size, lrðtÞ is the centre vector of the nearest
node to xðtÞ, and e1; e2, and e3 are the three corresponding thresholds. In the experimentation, there are empirically set such
that e1 ¼ 0:05; e2 ¼ 0:005, and e3 ¼ maxf0:4 0:999i;0:07g with i being the learning step. If the conditions in the above
three equations are not met, the Extended Kalman Filter algorithm [30] is applied to modify the network’s weights in order
to decrease the network’s error. Otherwise, a new node is inserted into the network. The beneﬁt of using the MRAN is that
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natural appeal in humans and animal world.3.3. Developmental mechanism with LCAS algorithm
Our developmental mechanism is employed to determine when to remove the constraints. First, we identify all possible
and available constraints and decide which should be initially applied to the system. Next, the robot executes the motor
actions to discover any stimuli in the sensorimotor modalities. As the times of arm movement increase, the system tends
to becomemore saturated. When the saturation becomes stable and is less than a ﬁxed value w, we regard the robotic system
as being saturated. Therefore, we change the constraint, and the robot acquires new training data to retrain the network,
until the saturation value of the whole system is stabilised again. This mechanism is formally captured by the following
equation:SatðGðtÞ; tÞ ¼
true; if jGðtÞ  Gðt uÞj
< e and GðtÞ < w
false; else
8><
>:
; t ¼ u   n ð9Þwhere t is the number of training epoches; GðtÞ is the system’s global excitation value at epoch t;u is for the sampling rate;
and w is a ﬁxed value that controls the global excitation’s amplitude of variation. This formula expresses the following sat-
uration rule: If GðtÞ is less than w for a certain rate u, the situation is regarded as saturated and hence, the constraint is lifted.
In other words, Eq. (9) indicates that: if the learning system remains stable for a ﬁxed term, a new constraint is assigned to
the system. In the experiment, the parameters u; w and e are empirically set to 5; 0:1 and 0:02, respectively.
Note that GðtÞ is an important parameter, which should be deﬁned carefully. Because the output error of the network can-
not reveal whether it is stable, the error values are not used as GðtÞ directly. Instead, we apply a habitation formula to deﬁne
GðtÞ. At each step of learning to point, novelty and habituation play a signiﬁcant role in driving the learning process. Here,
novelty refers to new or particularly salient sensory stimuli, while habituation is deﬁned as a decrease in the strength of a
behavioural response to repeated stimuli. A habituated stimulus may evoke a further response after the presentation of an
intervening novel stimulus.
Novelty and habituation mechanisms help a system to explore new places or events, while monitoring the current situ-
ation. Therefore, the system gleans experience over its entire environment. In our system, we use a biologically plausible
habituation model which was created in our previous work [23,33] to describe how global excitation, G, varies with time:Gðt þ 1Þ ¼ GðtÞ þ a
s
½G0  GðtÞ  Ss ð10Þwhere G0 is the original value of G, and s and a are time constants governing the rate of habituation and recovery. In the
experiment, we set s; a and G0 to be 5; 0:9 and 1:0, respectively. This setup of the parameters s and a is in order to change
the global excitation value smoothly, as opposed to abruptly. If the robot always receives the same stimulus S ¼ 0, the robot
is regarded to be in a habituation phase. In this case, the value of GðtÞ will fall gradually. If the robot receives a salient stim-
ulus S– 0, the robot is said to be in a recovery phase, and the value of GðtÞ will increase.
During the training phase of the pointing gesture, an unreachable object is recognised as a salient stimulus. The estima-
tion of such salience needs to invoke the Coverable Check Module, which is described in Section 3.2.2. After each attempt
movement, if the human demonstrator does not react to move the object, a salient stimulus is sent to the robot. Otherwise,
the robot will receive a non-salient stimulus.
The robot system is imposed with two types of constraint: (1) Object appearance, and (2) temperature in Q-learning. The
sequence of change in these two constraints is as follows:
(a) Instead of placing objects into the robot’s workspace, visual stimuli are produced near by the robot’s hand.
(b) An object is placed inside the range of the robot’ arm, where the arm can reach it.
(c) An object is placed outside the arm’s range, forcing the robot to apply Q-learning in attempting to reach the object.
(d) The temperature T in Q-learning is changed, and the robot performs random movements.
(e) With human interactions, the robot successfully points at the object.
(f) The robot then returns to Step (c) above and starts the loop anew.
Throughout, the LCAS algorithm controls when to change from one step to the next. In the robot’s workspace, a ‘‘rest area’’
is set. When the robot’s saturation rate is low, the robot’s arm will move to and stay at the rest area. This action tells the
human demonstrator: the robot has been familiar with current stimuli, wanting to have more interesting things. Then,
the demonstrator regards this action as a signal to change constraints. Note that in Step (d) of the sequence of change,
the temperature T is set to be changed by the robot’s internal developmental mechanism (rather than by the human
demonstrator).
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This experimental study is designed to simulate the developmental procedure of infant’s pointing by the robot system.
The procedure is as follows: A human demonstrator stands nearby the robot watching the robot’s movements. The robot’s
arm moves randomly above the workspace in which there is no target object. The developmental learning algorithm begins
to build the hand-eye coordination. After the robot’s arm enters the rest area, the demonstrator places a target object ran-
domly in the workspace, but inside the arm’s working range. When the robot’s arm again returns to the rest area, the dem-
onstrator places an object outside the range of the robot’s arm. The robot cannot reach the object; thus, the Attempt Module
begins to drive the arm in an attempt to touch the object. However, the demonstrator cannot understand the robot’s pointing
gesture; the robot, then, performs random movements around the object. Upon realising the robot’s intention, the demon-
strator moves the object into the robot’s reachable workspace.
The reason for the sequence of object placing is to simulate human infant development. At the beginning of the robot’s
development, it can only detect close-range objects with poor vision. The objects placed far away will not invoke the robot’s
attention. After a number of movements, the robot’s reaching capability is gradually developed, so that the robot may notice
the objects that are placed far away from the robot’s arm and attempt to touch the objects. From this viewpoint, the
sequence of placing objects forms an important developmental step in this work.4.1. Results
Fig. 4 illustrates two unsuccessful pointing actions before the robotic system starts the human–robot interactions.
Although learning to point has not been involved at this stage, the system can generate a gesture. However, the robot cannot
reach or point at the object yet because the MRAN network has not sufﬁciently developed its generalisation ability [36]. That
is, the MRAN network is yet unable to generate accurate pointing behaviour.
Fig. 5 shows the duty of the human demonstrator. The demonstrator will not interrupt the robot’s movements until he
recognises that the current gesture belongs to our deﬁned pointing gesture. Then, the demonstrator pushes the object to
where the robot’s hand is. Thus, a successful human–robot interaction loop is completed. The robot uses this gesture infor-
mation to train its learning system.
Fig. 6 gives two examples of the three important steps towards a pointing gesture. Gestures in ‘‘A1’’ and ‘‘B1’’ are gener-
ated by the MRAN network directly; gestures in ‘‘A2’’ and ‘‘B2’’ are produced by the Q-learning algorithm, where both posi-
tions are each at the closest position to the object. Gestures in ‘‘A3’’ and ‘‘B3’’ are made by random movements. Note that
these pictures are taken before the human demonstrator starts to interact; they are only subsequently recognised by the
demonstrator as pointing gestures.
Fig. 7 demonstrates theMRANneuron increasing curve in learning both the reaching and the pointing abilities. The horizon-
tal axis is the numberof training iterations; and the vertical axis is thenumber of theMRAN’s neurons. Although this paper does
not particularly address the learning of the reachingmovement,we implement both learning phases to better reﬂect the incre-
mental features of theMRANnetwork. Twenty-sevenneurons in total are generatedduring the training phase. Twenty neurons
are used to handle the reaching ability. The number stops increasing at about the 190th training iteration.
After the network has been trained 600 iterations, we add the pointing data to the network training patterns. The neuron
number therefore, starts to increase again at the 600th training, and seven new neurons have been produced. This incremen-
tal feature ﬁts our developmental robot very well. Note that in this work, the shrinking capability of the MRAN network is
not exploited. This is because when the robot begins to learn the pointing gesture, no more reaching data is sent to the
MRAN. If however, this feature were used, certain MRAN hidden neurons that handle precise reaching movements might
be incorrectly deleted.Fig. 4. Unsuccessful pointing gestures.
Fig. 5. Human robot interactions.
Fig. 6. Three steps to a pointing gesture.
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Fig. 7. Increase in number of MRAN neurons.
298 F. Chao et al. / Information Sciences 283 (2014) 288–303Fig. 8 presents the MRAN network’s convergence curve. This ﬁgure also combines the reaching and the pointing training
results. Here, the root mean square of the output errors (ERMS) is used to depict the network performance. The horizontal
axis is the number of training iterations, and the vertical axis is the value of ERMS. The error drops rapidly at the beginning,
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Fig. 8. Output error of MRAN network.
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the error becomes large again and then, falls very rapidly because, at this point, more neurons are responsible for the new
learning data.
Figs. 7 and 8 jointly indicate that our learning system is incremental and continuous. The system learns when there is a
need for learning, which can occur at any time, even when the robot is performing different tasks. This feature is considered
important in developmental robotics [2,42].
Fig. 9 illustrates the saturation situation of the robotic system. The global excitation value in the vertical axis, which is
calculated by Eq. (10), is used to indicate whether the learning system is stable. The curve starts with an object inside
the robot arm’s range. The horizontal axis is the number of the stimulus. The global excitation falls to about 0:19 at the
16th stimulus. Then, the robot’s arm goes to the rest area, and the object is placed outside the arm’s range. Failing to reach
the object is a novel stimulus to the robot; therefore, the global excitation rises to a high value. However, the robot still can-
not reach the object; thus, the global excitation falls again. After that, the temperature is changed. Therefore, the robot per-
forms random movements until the human demonstrator moves the object. These situations are caused by the changing of
the constraints that we set in the robotic system. As such, the entire robotic system’s developmental procedure is driven by
the constraints.
Fig. 10 shows example trajectories of the process of learning to point. It presents only the starting and the end position of
each movement, and uses arrows to indicate each movement’s direction. There are three labeled movements in the ﬁgure,
corresponding to those cases as given in Fig. 6. Label 1 designates the ﬁrst movement (the largest movement in Fig. 10) gen-
erated by the MRAN network. The movements between Label 1 and Label 2 are produced by the Q-learning algorithm. These
movements make the robot’s armmove to the boundary of its second joint. The remaining movements (from Label 2 to Label0 5 10 15 20 25
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300 F. Chao et al. / Information Sciences 283 (2014) 288–3033) are random ones that stop at a boundary position of Joint 2 (Label 3), indicating that a pointing gesture requires the elbow
to be straight.
Fig. 11 shows the comparison against the human pointing gestures. The top two belong to the human demonstrator, and
the bottom two to the robot. A dash line is added in each picture to help assess the gestures. In each of these four pictures, no
matter where the object is placed, both the human and the robot’s arms are straight. In addition, the demonstrator’s head
and hand and also, the object are in a straight line. Correspondingly, the robot’s head and end-effector and also, the objectFig. 11. Comparison with human pointing gesture.
Table 1
Comparison with existing approaches.
Option Existing approaches Our approach
Control system
implementation
Static artiﬁcial neural networks,
and Jacobian matrix
Constructive neural networks
Infant features Few features exploited The procedure of ‘‘trying to reach objects – failing to reach objects – interacting with an
adult human-knowing how to point’’ followed
Developmental
stages
No work supported Staged behavioral patterns in cooperated
Incremental
learning
Little work supported Phased learning entailed
Human–robot
interaction
No human–robot interaction
involved
Human–robot interactions form the key
F. Chao et al. / Information Sciences 283 (2014) 288–303 301are in a straight line too. These results conform to the assumption taken in this research (as given in Section 2). The robot’s
pointing gestures are indeed very similar to natural pointing.
4.2. Discussion
Based on the above experimental observations, we believe that the proposed developmental approach is successful in
generating pointing behaviours. This work signiﬁcantly differs from existing work in that our robot uses attempt movements
to express the robot’s desire. The human demonstrator’s involvement is also important for the robot. Without human inter-
actions, the robot is unable to establish a common understanding of pointing with humans. The LCAS algorithm leads the
robot to develop from reaching to pointing. The switching between the robot’s different behavioural patterns is caused by
developmental constraints. By using the MRAN network, the robot’s learning is incremental. As such, the robotic system
has a developmental procedure similar to that of human infants.
The above experimental results demonstrate how the robot learns to point at the salient object via the human demon-
strator’s interactions. They also show how the reinforcement learning algorithm and the developmental learning mechanism
cooperate to enable the robot’s learning. To further reﬂect the strengths of this research, a comparison with typical robotic
pointing approaches is summarised in Table 1. In particular, the comparison is focused on the following ﬁve important fea-
tures: (1) control system’s implementation, (2) infant characteristics, (3) developmental stages, (4) incremental learning, and
(5) human–robot interactions.
Many existing approaches prefer to apply static neural networks to implement the hand-eye nonlinear transformation for
robotic pointing. However, our approach is to implement this transformation using a constructive neural network – MRAN.
The topology and weights of the MRAN network change simultaneously during the training. This property ﬁts well with a
number of important psychological theories on cognition [42].
Regarding the human infant aspect, conventional approaches tend to focusing on building the pointing ability directly,
few methods exploit the inspirations from the infant development [40]. In contrast, our work follows the behaviour of
human infants developing their capability in the procedure of ‘‘trying to reach objects – failing to reach objects – interacting
with an adult human-knowing how to point’’. As a result, our approach allows the robot to exhibit more similar behaviours
to an infant.
Another point to note is that existing methods do not show how a resulting robot may gradually develop its competence.
However, our work enables the robot to develop from originally simple tasks to the eventual much more complex tasks, with
its functions becoming more and more proﬁcient throughout its learning phase. This is conﬁrmed by the experimental
results. Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate such a situation where staged behavioural changes take place. Such changes appear to be
very similar to the human infant developmental process. Also, the learning mechanism developed in this research allows
the robot to learn different tasks incrementally. In particular, it can learn the reaching ability ﬁrst, and then the pointing abil-
ity. Such a property is not possessed by the existing approaches. Besides, the conventional methods do not involve the
human–robot interaction in training the robot’s pointing ability. The key innovation of our approach is to use the
human–robot interactions to establish the understanding of the pointing gestures, in order to develop the robot’s pointing
ability.
5. Conclusion
This paper has presented an approach for generating pointing behaviour in developmental robotics. The method is
achieved by: (1) modelling human infant development procedure; (2) applying human–robot interactions; and (3) using
the LCAS algorithm to drive the robot to learn pointing ability. The observations from the experiments demonstrate that
the robot system exhibits an increasing progression behaviour from initially performing failed reaching movements to get-
ting closer to the target and, then, generating correct pointing movements. These observations illustrate three advantages of
this research over existing work:
302 F. Chao et al. / Information Sciences 283 (2014) 288–303 The proposed robotic learning progression is very similar to that of a human infant’s development.
 The robot performs incremental and cumulative features in its learning.
 The robotic system possess more autonomous and psychological characteristics.
In the present work however, we only use static RGB cameras to implement the robotic vision. In future, we propose to
enhance the robot’s vision ability, thereby increasing our robot’s potential to operate within a more complicated environ-
ment. Also, as proof of concept, our research is currently tested against a laboratory setup. Application of this work to a care-
fully identiﬁed real world problem remains active research. In addition, this work utilises just object and the temperature
parameter in the application of Q-learning as the system’s developmental constraints. In our further work, we will focus
on other types of constraint such as human speech or gesture recognition, which are also important for developmental
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